PREMIUM PWM FAN

Product Name
Dimensions
Rated Voltage
Rated Current
Rated Capacity
Noise
Speed
Airflow
Connector
PWM

Wing Boost 3
Ø 140 x 25 mm
12 VDC
0,20 A
2,40 W
22 dB(A)
400 - 1050 rpm
103 m³/h
4-Pin
Yes

Accessoires
1x Adapter 7 VDC
4x De-vibration rubber buckles
4x Screws

PREMIUM PWM FAN

Engineered in

GERMANY

25mm

140mm

Specifications

Rotor
By means of a new blade angle the rotor has been optimized to lower speed in order to achieve in comparison with
other fans a significantly higher volume flow, total pressure and exit speed at the same speed. And what is more, the
aerodynamically optimized blade geometry favors the axial flow direction. Compared to conventional fans this “dispersion” of the airflow offers an increased surface to efficiently dissipate the heat of the heatsink. Additionally, the new blade
geometry prevents the backflow of the proper flow direction – especially with higher counter pressure!

Guide Wheel
The rigidly integrated guide wheel in the fan frame allows to significantly increase the static pressure as well as to
reduce the twist of the exit flow. The result is a further optimization of the radial flow component and the resulting noise
reduction because the flow is not broken abruptly when the airflow hits the aluminum fin.

Plus Function
Wing Boost 3 includes a "Plus Function".
It means that a Y-switch has been fastened at the PWM-plug for a second PWM
fan. The switch allows controlling
another PWM fan via a PWM board signal
so it does not have to be connected via a
cable adaptor or a 3-pin connection.
Please note: When using a WingBoost3
fan up to three other fans can be connected to just on PWM board signal.

Comparison Airflow
Airflow/backflow of the new Wing Boost 3
(above) and of a conventional fan
(beneath).

Wing Boosts
Thanks to the Wing Boost
3 technology, air turbulence at the impeller is
greatly reduced to ensure
even quieter operation at
full fan speed.

Fluid Dynamic
Bearing

Friction is reduced, there
is less heat and the
bearing becomes quieter
and very durable.

Blade geometry
Optimized asymmetrical
blade geometry for favored axial flow alignment.
Prevention of the actual
flow direction at increased backpressure

